10/22/2017

Peace unto you brothers and sisters,
Hopefully you read the previous issue. In which it was proven by the word of God that blackness
of skin is not a curse. On the contrary it was shown that a plague by the name of leprosy was used
by God to punish the wicked. This plague turns the skin white as snow. See, Leviticus chapter 13
and Numbers 12:6-15. Not only does it affect the skin, at times the hair is turned yellow and thin.
The evidence is clear, however someone lacking faith might bring up the fabled and famous “Curse
of Ham”. Therefore this will be the topic of this issue; to reinforce what you have already learned
and to reveal some concealed facts. Additionally we ran out of space last time and were unable to
discuss in detail a heresy that involves the solar eclipse. We are trying to capitalize on your memory
of the event. To realize how ridiculous and insulting some teachers could be. They must think we
are stupid! As a quick reminder do not be stingy please share this newsletters with others, help
spread the truth. Shalam (Peace)!
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A doctrine which is NOT based on the Bible was used by the elites to justify slavery, influencing culture
and religion. By simply going to the source of truth it will uncover that Ham being cursed with blackness
is a fable. John 17:17 “Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth.”
Genesis 9:18 “And the sons of Noah, that went forth of the ark, were Shem, and Ham, and Japheth: and
Ham is the father of Canaan.” Verse 19: “These are the three sons of Noah: and of them was the whole
earth overspread.” The heavenly Father flooded the entire earth and wiped it clean from all wicked men.
Only the family of Noah survived by an ark (large boat). The whole earth is populated by Noah’s three
sons; Shem, Ham, and Japheth. Take note of how the scripture emphasized that Ham is the father of Canaan.

Genesis 9:20 “And Noah began to be an husbandman, and he planted a vineyard:” An husbandman is a
farmer, Noah planted a vineyard which produces grapes. Genesis 9:21 “And he drank of the wine, and
was drunken; and he was uncovered within his tent.” Out of the grapes he grew he made wine and got
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drunk. Within the privacy of his tent he was naked. Genesis 9:22 “And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw
the nakedness of his father, and told his two brethren without.” Here is the transgression (sin) of Ham
that he supposedly was cursed for.
There is no doubt that what Ham did is wickedness although many have difficulty understanding exactly
what he did wrong. This will be explained later, let’s continue reading to see what took place chronologically. Genesis 9:23 “And Shem and Japheth took a garment, and laid it upon both their shoulders, and
went backward, and covered the nakedness of their father; and their faces were backward, and they saw
not their father’s nakedness.” See the difference between Ham and his two brothers. They made it their
priority not to look at their father's nakedness.

The Sistine Chapel famous for its interior that
is decorated with artwork. Catholic popes
commissioned the work from various artist.
But the most regarded of them all is Michelangelo which painted not only Noah naked
but all his sons. Showing you a complete disregard for morality and what scriptures teach.
Genesis 9:24 “And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done unto him.”
Eventually Noah became sober, although he was drunk he was not incoherent. He was aware what his
younger son Ham had done. Exactly what was that? Ham saw the nakedness of his father. Then he went
to his brothers to tell them about the nakedness not out of concern but maliciously. Proverbs 30:17
“The eye that mocketh at his father, and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick
it out, and the young eagles shall eat it.”

Habakkuk 2:15 “Woe unto him that giveth his neighbour drink, that puttest thy bottle to him, and
makest him drunken also, that thou mayest look on their nakedness!” The heavenly Father pronounced
destruction (Woe) to the person that attempts to make a person drunk to see their nakedness. We live in a
society where that basic morality of decency and modesty is not upheld. Instead pornography, voyeurism, exhibitionist, and nudist are the norm. In fact what is described in this scripture is actually a regular
occurrence at clubs, parties, and bars. So what exactly did Noah say?

Genesis 9:25 “And he said, CURSED BE CANAAN; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.” Did you catch that? Cursed be Canaan. Without doubt now we know that the Ham doctrine is a
fable. The prophetic curse was not to Ham although he committed the sin. As we finish this chapter we
will realize that Noah doesn’t mention Ham at all. But why curse Canaan if he didn’t commit the sin?
Noah was foretelling the future, his grandson learned the lewdness of Ham. 2nd Kings 15:9 “And he did
that which was evil in the sight of the LORD, as his fathers had done...” As divinely prophesied, out of
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Canaan came forth Sodom and Gomorrah. See, Genesis 10:19 and Genesis chapter 19.
Due to the wickedness of the Canaanites they were to be a servant of servants. The fabrication of the
“Ham’s Curse” conveniently ignored that the enslavement of the Canaanites are by servants or slaves.
The people that profited from this lie, were not servants. Three races (nations) and three religions intended more than justifying slavery. A new social class was created, through miseducation now the history of
once regarded chosen people could be ignored. Systematically they rewrote thousands of years of history. The irony is that one of those nations are actually descendants of Ham. How does three separate religions agree to believe the same lie; Jewishness, Churchianity, and Islam? Titus 1:14 “Not giving heed to
Jewish fables, and commandments of men, that turn from the truth.”
In the scriptures it’s recorded the hatred the nations had towards the
children of Israel. Psalms 83:3 “They have taken crafty counsel
against thy people, and consulted against thy hidden ones.” Verse 4:
“They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation;
that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance.” Verse 5:
“For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate against thee:” The Arabs and Africans (Hamites) sold a common enemy to the so called white man. Please read, We are NOT
Africans! It all made sense especially for Jewish merchants; not only
was slavery a profitable business but now they could claim a heritage
that once belonged to the people they are selling.
Continuing chronologically, Genesis 9:26 “And he said, Blessed be the LORD God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.”
Usually it is assumed that at
some point Ham is cursed.
However, since that didn’t
happen we should continue
reading. There are three
more verses to finish this
chapter. Instead of curses
Noah proceeds to bless his
son Shem. This verse shows
us that the LORD God
(YHWH) is “of” meaning
belonging to Shem. Noah
was showing that God had
chosen Shem and his lineage.
Abraham the father of the
chosen people came out of
Shem’s lineage. 1 Chronicles 1:24 “Shem, Arphaxad,
Shelah,” Verse 25: “Eber,
Peleg, Reu,” Verse 26:
“Serug, Nahor, Terah,”
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Verse 27: “Abram; the same is Abraham.” Luke 1:68 “Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; for he hath
visited and redeemed his people,” The phrase Lord God of Israel shows the fulfillment of Noah’s prophecy; this saying occurs 203 times in the Bible.
Canaan shall be his [Shem’s] servant was also fulfilled through the children Israel. When the Gibeonites
which are descendants of Canaan deceived Joshua and the conquering Israelites into believing that they
made a league with a nation that was far from them. Joshua 9:22 “And Joshua called for them, and he
spake unto them, saying, Wherefore have ye beguiled us, saying, We are very far from you; when ye
dwell among us?” Verse 23: “Now therefore ye are cursed, and there shall none of you be freed from
being bondmen, and hewers of wood and drawers of water for the house of my God. Verse 24: “And
they answered Joshua, and said, Because it was certainly told thy servants, how that the LORD thy God
commanded his servant Moses to give you all the land [of Canaan], and to destroy all the inhabitants of
the land from before you, therefore we were sore afraid of our lives because of you, and have done this
thing.”
Like the Israelites, the Canaanites also fulfilled the prophecies spoken by Noah being cursed for their
wickedness. As mentioned previously the Sodomites were descendants of the Canaanites, nonetheless
that is not where their wickedness ended. Wisdom of Solomon 12:3 “For it was thy will to destroy by
the hands of our fathers both those old inhabitants of thy holy land,” Verse 4: “Whom thou hatedst for
doing most odious works of witchcrafts, and wicked sacrifices;” Verse 5: “And also those merciless
murderers of children, and devourers of man’s flesh, and the feasts of blood,” Verse 6: “With their
priests out of the midst of their idolatrous crew, and the parents, that killed with their own hands souls
destitute of help:” Verse 7: “That the land, which thou esteemedst above all other, might receive a worthy colony of God’s children.”
Genesis 9:27 “God shall
enlarge Japheth, and he
shall dwell in the tents of
Shem; and Canaan shall be
his servant.” Although God
is of Shem, even so Japheth
was blessed. He was enlarged by the amount of
lands he would possess. The
sons of Japheth spread
throughout Europe and Asia
before they were displaced
by whites (Edomites thousands of years later) to islands. Genesis 10:2 “The
sons of Japheth;...” Verse
5: “By these were the isles
[islands] of the Gentiles divided in their lands; every
one after his tongue, after
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their families, in their nations.” In the tents of Shem did not Japheth dwell. It was God, he was to dwell
in the tents of Shem.

No more black faces. You know what that means,
they couldn’t coexist. Stolen Continent. As it has
been done in many civilizations and lands.
1st Chronicles 17:4 “Go and tell David my servant, Thus saith the
LORD, Thou shalt not build me an house to dwell in:” Verse 5: “For I
have not dwelt in an house since the day that I brought up Israel unto
this day; but have gone from tent to tent, and from one tabernacle to
another.” Verse 6: “Wheresoever I have walked with all Israel,...”
Genesis 9:28 “And Noah lived after the flood three hundred and fifty
years.” Verse 29: “And all the days of Noah were nine hundred and
fifty years: and he died.” By now we could clearly see that Noah was
revealing the future of his sons and at no point blackness of skin was
mentioned as a curse. Especially since it was already understood by the example of Cain that leprosy is
the punishment of God upon the skin, which will turn the skin “white” as snow. As this chapter ended
without a curse directed towards Ham we could confidently call this fable a heresy. Any person that
teach this lie is a heretic and are cursed. Please read, Galatians 1:6-9, Galatians 5:19-21, and Titus
3:10-11.
In conclusion, Canaan was cursed not Ham. Ham later on had other children; Cush (known today as
Ethiopians), Mizraim (Egyptians), and Phut (Libyans). See, Genesis 10:6. Therefore IF the curse was
blackness of skin then it should of only been upon Canaan, NOT on all the sons of Ham. However we
know that blackness in the skin is not a curse since the sons of Shem and Japheth were also dark skinned.
In fact we all come from a Black man by the name of Adam made from the ground. Biblical Scholars
rarely share this information which is known as fact among them. For instance in the Bible Dictionary
(note: beware of the graven images) under the definition for ruddy it states “a word used to refer to a red
or fair complexion, in contrast to the dark skin of the Hebrews.”

The statement “red or fair complexion” is misleading and improperly defined. This
is to confuse you and conceal that the Hebrews or Jews are dark skinned and were
NOT WHITE. This deception of ruddy is explained in the report called “You Ruddy Liar”. To briefly explain, dark skinned Hebrews being ruddy is being healthy,
well fed rosy in the cheeks. The only thing white about them is how pure or clean
they were from sin. See, Lamentations 4:7-9 and Isaiah 1:16-18.
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On August 21, 2017 there was a total solar eclipse
across America but I’m sure you already knew that.
Nevertheless, maybe someone in the future reads this
and didn't get to experience the phenomenon. Although it occurs on average every 18 months at a different location on earth. Now in regards to the title it’s
not a misprint. It is our way of letting you know that
we will be examining a doctrine which involves the
solar eclipse but not like the boring scientists on the
news. Instead through our experience of the solar
eclipse; the scriptures will reveal that no man could
“solely” eclipse the word of God. Apocrypha Ecclesiasticus 4:22 “Accept no person against thy soul, and let not the reverence of any man cause thee to fall.”

False brethren proclaim that a solar eclipse took
place during the crucifixion of Christ. The words
“solar eclipse” do not appear anywhere in the
scriptures. However for so called proof of their
heresy they turn to Matthew 27:45 “Now from the
sixth hour there was darkness over all the land
unto the ninth hour.”
NOTE: Rather than have you believe in our report
of others and possibly it be slander. Like how many
false brethren do, we rather provide you proof of
what is openly said. As the commandment teach us
NOT to bear false witness or slander. See, Proverbs 10:18 and Exodus 20:16.

Let’s keep in mind that it is also mentioned in the other gospels. Mark 15:33 “And when the sixth hour
was come, there was darkness over the whole land until the ninth hour.” The final mention is in Luke
23:44 “And it was about the sixth hour, and there was a darkness over all the earth until the ninth hour.”
Verse 45: “And the sun was darkened, and the veil of the temple was rent in the midst.” Does these
verses prove a solar eclipse?
On the contrary, the darkness mentioned in these three verses lasted three hours; from the sixth hour until
the ninth hour. Someone that never experienced the solar eclipse might be deceived into thinking that the
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darkness would last hours. But after living through the
hype you will learn that the darkness only lasts minutes
thus these verses could not be speaking of a solar
eclipse. In case you missed it you could click and see a
video showing you how quickly it goes from darkness
back to light. Mind you the longest solar eclipse is under 10 minutes! Proverbs 30:5 “Every word of God is
pure: he is a shield unto them that put their trust in
him.” Verse 6: “Add thou not unto his words, lest he
reprove thee, and thou be found a liar.”

It might not seem like a big deal that some brothers believe that these verses are speaking of a solar
eclipse. But the pitiful attempt to explain a miracle that happened during the crucifixion of Christ with a
so called scientific answer not only makes them look stupid. It made these heretics to further err in other
scriptures. Like a domino effect, new heresies are causing scriptures, commandments, and laws to be
broken to make their doctrine fit. 1st Peter 2:8 “And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to
them which stumble at the word, being disobedient: whereunto also they were appointed.”

Before we move on to their supposedly new understanding or as I should say new heresy, let’s provide
more reasons why those verses are not speaking of solar eclipse. As we should all know about the Heavenly Father he does everything in order and precision. This is why we could find out the date and time to
the minute of when a solar eclipse would take place. Apocrypha Ecclesiasticus 16:26 “The works of the
Lord are done in judgment from the beginning: and from the time he made them he disposed the parts
thereof.” Verse 27: “He garnished his works for ever, and in his hand are the chief of them unto all generations: they neither labour, nor are weary, nor cease from their works.” Verse 28: “None of them hindereth another, and they shall never disobey his word.”

If they really believe a solar eclipse happened why don’t they provide mathematical data or scientific
records mapping of it in Jerusalem. Today we have computers that are powerful enough to predict astronomical events and also confirm past phenomenons. Since we know the sun, moon, and stars never disobey God’s word they should be able to search on their computers for this proof. There are documented
solar eclipses that were predicted by people that lived before Christ and they had no computers. See the
point is that a lot of our people are taken advantage of and they being simple to things are easy targets. In
their minds they view this new heresy as distinguishing them from any other Israelites. Motivating them
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to believe their group and elder is solely blessed with wisdom from the Heavenly Father. Not realizing
that this heresy comes from an ancient pagan Catholic his name being Origen.

Another reason it was not a solar eclipse during the crucifixion is the fact that day was the Passover.
John 19:14 “And it was the preparation of the Passover, and about the sixth hour: and he saith unto the
Jews, Behold your King!” Verse 15: “But they cried out, Away with him, away with him, crucify him.
Pilate saith unto them, Shall I crucify your King? The chief priests answered, We have no king but Caesar.” Let’s breakdown what this means. Passover is celebrated on 14th day at evening (technically
meaning its the 15th day). See, Leviticus 23:5-6 and Luke 22:1. What all that means is that during Passover there is a full moon. Since the beginning of the Hebrew month occurs during the New Moon. 1st
Samuel 20:24-27 shows that the new moon is the FIRST day since the day that followed was the
“second” day.

Consider this that in order for a solar eclipse to come about, the moon MUST be in the phase called the
New Moon. Thus making it impossible for a solar eclipse to be during the Passover (crucifixion of
Christ). Do you see where this is going? Where the dominoes are falling? To make their heresy work
the new moon is no longer the FIRST day of the month but instead the 15th day. Hence causing all the
feasts, Sabbaths, and Holy Days of God which are calculated by the new moons to be broken. Isaiah
66:23 “And it shall come to pass, that from one new moon to another, and from one sabbath to another,
shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the LORD.”

Proof of their heresy (lie)!
Here is the problem, that every where they read
the word new moon in the Bible they try to
eclipse it by calling it the full moon. Every
word of God is pure but not to them. The crazy
thing is the scriptures actually speaks of the full
moon. Therefore no one should confuse the
new moon for the full moon; they are complete
opposites. Apocrypha Ecclesiasticus 50:6 “He
was as the morning star [sun] in the midst of a
cloud, and as the moon at the full:” As the
light of the sun could not be hid from a cloud, so
is the light of the full moon. Like the sun the
full moon is a complete circle of light.
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The scriptures takes it even further than that by describing the phases of the moon. Apocrypha Ecclesiasticus
43:7 “From the moon is the sign of feasts, a light that
decreaseth in her perfection.” It explains to us that
moon is used to calculate the feasts, like Passover.
When the Passover is kept the moon is full of light like
the sun and a perfect circle. Then the light decreases
from the full moon. There is only one lunar phase that
the light begins to decrease after it was perfect.

Apocrypha Ecclesiasticus 43:8 “The month is called
after her name, increasing wonderfully in her changing,
being an instrument of the armies above, shining in the
firmament of heaven;” After the light “decreases” it
reaches the point that there is no light. The “light decreaseth” until it reaches a New Moon. The month
begins then and is called after the moon. Therefore the
word moon and month are interchangeable, hence new
moon means new month. Before it starts increasing
wonderfully with light the lunar phase called the New
Moon marked “The month”. From the dark new moon
then it will begin increasing wonderfully to its changing stages of light, until it reaches the full moon. This
cycle continues for 30 days.

Ironically these brothers that believe in keeping the
full moon as the beginning of their months do not
even do it on the right dates. The full moon literally is the easiest phase of the moon to see in the sky
and yet they can not get the dates right. After all
fails they might attempt to confuse people that
could barely understand English with made up Hebrew. Let me remind you it is impossible to change
the word new to full in the Hebrew.
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They attempt to say that the words “new moon” is a misnomer meaning an inappropriate name. However above
we see that by the Hebrew it is properly called NEW
moon. As stated before there is no scripture that speaks
of the new moon being the full moon in the English or
Hebrew. But they attempt to confuse people that do not
read Hebrew in Psalms 81:3. The phrase “appointed time”
when looked up in some lexicons is used to convince some
to think it means full moon. However the word means instead to hide and cover with darkness. The lexicon tries to
point you to another word (Strong's 3677) instead of the
actual word (Strong's 3680) which is KaSaH (to your right).
We will cover this in more detail next time. While they
say everyone is relying on the white man for understanding.
Yet they use a white man’s lexicon using the definition that
a white man provided. Not the definition of the scriptures
in which the word is not found to be used at all as “full
moon”. Every scripture shows the word KaSaH defined as
covered with darkness such as the new moon would be. It
shouldn’t be shocking all the errors they are making because they are in darkness and have eclipsed the real Sun
light of the world by their graven images. Beware of these
proud men and false prophets. Malachi 4:1 “For, behold,
the day cometh, that shall burn as an oven; and all the
proud, yea, and all that do wickedly, shall be stubble: and
the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith the LORD of
hosts, that it shall leave them neither root nor branch.”
Verse 2: “But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of
righteousness arise with healing in his wings; and ye shall
go forth, and grow up as calves of the stall.” Shalam
(Peace)!
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Recently we received an email from a sister that stated “Your site is a bit cumbersome. Not all podcast have audio or a pdf to print.” We appreciate statements like that. It helps us understand how to make it easier for use and what
people find helpful. The site she was referring to is STN at http://12tribes.net/
stn/. Back in the days before it was called blogging and the technology to do so
existed. We had a page the was manually updated
weekly called WebNews with the rams horn icon
you see above. The purpose of that page is to notify people about the new reports (breakdowns) or
changes that were made. Fast forward a little and
blogging became popular. Then we had what was
called scrolls which basically did the same thing.
But the difference was that it allowed us to upload
podcasts and newsletters. We went in great lengths
explaining the many different categories or aspects
at that time for scrolls. This little bit of history with
you is to explain the purpose of STN (Silver Trumpets Newsletter). To improve the functionality of
the site we added to the menu the categories of the
site. Which are seven: Commentaries, Feast,
Newsletter, Podcast, Radio, Video, and Webnews.
Moreover we will be putting up a page explaining these categories just like
scrolls had. This page will be called “About”. We will continue speaking more
on this in the next issue but the point is, please let us know what you would
liked to be improved. We do our best to accommodate. Shalam!
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